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Pre civil war
1780-1861

Research and power
structure analysis

The arts

NVR

Coalition and
infrastructure
building

Local leadership
development

Contradictions
within the mvt

Relationship and
community building

Historical
conditions

His paper, the Liberator
provided news and
analysis of the antislavery movement from
1831 to 1865

Songs sung by slaves
that developed into a
genre

Thoreau’s
publication in
which he argues
the moral
imperative of
disobeying
unjust laws
Abolitionists
who opposed
fighting on
either side of
the Civil War

The convention out
of which female
abolitionists are
inspired to launched
a women’s rights
movement in the
U.S.

His refusal to vacate a
“whites-only” section
of a Nantucket bound
steamer in 1841
prompts acts of
protests throughout
New England
The army that enlists
blacks as soldiers

Frederick
Douglass
publishes its first
edition in 1847

The period in which local
blacks created local and
independent abolitionist
conventions

The economy
that develops in
the northeast that
puts that section
of the country at
odds with the
South by 1850
Lincoln frees the
slaves in union
controlled
territory

In 1870, this protestant
church is founded by
black members of The
Methodist Episcopal
Church

A series of
federal laws that
returns the South
to military rule

Civil war
1861-1865

His attack on
Harper’s Ferry is
memorialized in song

Reconstruction
1865-1876

A predominantly black
university founded in
1867 and named after the
head of the Freedman’s
Bureau

End of reconstruction
to U.S. entry to WW I
1877-1917

In 1892, she wrote an
editorial in the Memphis
Free Speech in which
she defined lynching as a
tactic used to intimidate
blacks into subservience
and to punish successful
blacks, thus maintaining
white supremacy by
terrorism.
In 1945
this magazine is founded
by John H. Johnson of
Chicago. Modeled after
Life but intended for the
black middle class, the
magazine is an instant
success.

End of WW I to End
of WW II
1919- 1945

The beginnings of the
Cold War
1945 - 1955

He gains international
recognition for the
publication of FROM
FREEDOM TO
SLAVERY

Northern whites
who went south to
participate in
building interracial
southern institutions

In 1868, it was the first
state to have a black
majority state
legislature

They refused to
support the 15th
amendment
because women
were not included
NYC urban
political machine
that delivered
immigrant votes to
the Democratic
party
The organization
established in
1905 by
W.E.B.DuBois out
of his
disagreement with
Booker T.
Washington

He publishes in 1896
Lyrics of Lowly Life,
containing some of
the finest verses of
his Oak and Ivy and
Majors and Minors.

1917 protest
organized by
the NAACP
against
lynching

Organized in 1910,
and eventually
became one of the
most well known
civil rights
organizations

Thomas Moss, Calvin
McDowell, and Henry
Stewart owned this
store. It had become a
meeting place for
blacks in Memphis.

A part of New York
in which a
community of black
artists and writers
flourishes in the
1920’s leading Alain
Locke to publish a
selection of what is
produced, calling his
collection The New
Negro
The song brought to
Highlander in 1947
by union members

He develops a
theory of
nonviolent
resistance in
South Africa
that he perfects
in India

This interracial
organization is
founded in 1942.
It’s nonviolent
principles are
inspired by
Gandhi’s success in
India

A national black union
led by A. Philip
Randolph that is
formally recognized in
1925

Youth organizers
disagreed when A.
Philip Randolp
cancelled this

He studied
NVR resistance
with Gandhi
and returned the
U.S. to teach
many others
about NVR,
incldng King

She traveled
throughout the
South establishing
relationships among
independent civil
rights organizations.

Many of these men
returned to the south to
created local chapters
of the NAACP after
WW II

The preeminent
civil rights
organization that
continues to
engage in red
baiting
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Results in Indian
massacres,
massive
European
immigration,
growth U.S.
cities and the rise
of corporations
the leader of the
Universal Negro
Improvement Association
who, in 1920, addressed
25,000 blacks at Madison
Square Garden and
presides over a parade of
50,000 through the streets
of Harlem.
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The ostensible
reason the U.S.
gives for entering
into both WW I
and WW II

A conference of
countries headed
by people of
color that declare
non-alignment
and support
independence
movements
around the world
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Jeopardy!
3 teams (each team a mixture of chronology groups -- each team must have representatives from each of the four different chronologies)
Rotate turns - if team whose turn it is can’t figure out the correct question, next team gets a shot, and then the next.
Score kept on white board?
Chronology exercise-[a long scroll of paper on wall that has a line in the middle marked off in decades from 1600 to 1955.]
The entire group counts off -- 1, 2, 3, 4 --- people with the same number form a group. Each group gets a different chronology. The groups must examine their chronology and choose 10 events that they think are the most
important events on their list. After choosing the events, they take markers (each group has a different color marker) and writes their event on the appropriate place on the timeline.
Entire group discussion about the resulting group timeline.
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